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INTRODUCTION

. The purpose of this study is to examine the extent to which the wheat

boom of 1896 to 1913 had contributed to the rapid economic development
experienced in Canada during the early 20th century. The period from
1896 to 1913 was one in which Canada experienced both an increase in
wheat production and exports as well as rapid intensive and extensive
economic growth throughout the economy as a whole. This study aims to
explain how the events of the wheat industry can be I inked to this rapid
expansion and growth.

There is substantial disagreement among economists as to the real
impact, if any, of the wheat boom on overall economic development in
Canada. Some economists believe that the wheat boom did have a sub-
stantial or important impact on economic growth, while economists like
Chambers and Gordon are well known for their 1966 paper which argued
that the contribution of the wheat boom to Canadian growth was minimal.
Fowke, by contrast, believed the creation of the establishment prairie
wheat economy in the early 20th "was accompanied by tremendous
expansion throughout the entire Canadian economy and was an integral
part of a complex of dynamic forces which pervaded the western world"
(1957, p. 70). W.A. Mackintosh, who studied Canadian economic devel-
opment, also believed that wheat exports during this time were important
to economic growth. He felt the most important characteristic of this peri-
od was a high rate of investment, which he felt could be attributed to the
expectation of profit achieved through the production of natural resources.
To Mackintosh, the most important of these natural resources was the
wheat of the Prairie Provinces (Mackintosh, 1964).

While some economists believe that the rapid economic expansion of
the Canadian economy during the beginning of the 20th century was
wholly attributable to the wheat boom and others feel its effects were min-
imal, 1 will be taking a more moderate approach. The wheat boom was
not the lone contributor to the economic success of Canada, but it did have
important and tractable effects. Within the context of the rapid growth of
both the wheat from 1896 to 1913, 1 will examine the staple theory, which
is a theory discussing the effects of staple production on a country's eco-
nomic gro~ as well as contrasting theories purpol1ed by economists
such as Chambers and Gordon, who deny any notable growth effects of
the wheat boom. 1 will also present statistical evidence of economic
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grov..1h for this period. Drawing on the conclusions from these discus-
sions, I will explain the positive and important relationship between the
wheat boom and early, Canadian economic development.

II. ECONOMIC GROWTH AND GROWTH THEORY

References to intensive and extensive growth appear many times
throughout the following discussion so I will briefly discuss the types of
economic growth and their detenninants. I will also discuss growth the-
ory in general and factors affecting economic growth. The following
equations show the derivation of growth rates for the Canadian economy,
assuming a simple production technology with labor L as the sole factor
of production:

(1) Q=QxLL

(4) g =g+(L-P)
P L

Extensive growth refers to the growth of total real output, or GDP,
and is represented by Q. Intensive growth is the rate of growth of real out-
put, or GDP, per capita and is denoted by Q/P, where P represents popu-
lation. The rate of change of growth of a variable is denoted using /\, and
therefore represents the rate of change of extensive growth, and repre-
sents the rate of change of intensive growth.

In fomtulas 2 and 4, represents the rate of growth of labor produc-
tivity. Fonnula 4, the final derivation of intensive growth, indicates that
the rates of growth of labor productivity, labor and population are respon-
sible for the rate of intensive growth that is achieved. When the rate of
growth of labor exceeds that of the population, intensive growth is high-
er even if there is no growth in labor productivity. However, the ratio of
labor to population can only be increased so far. It is necessary to have
sustained growth in labor productivity to achieve sustained intensive
growth in an economy. Staple theory assumes that a rise in staple exports
can have such positive effects on labor productivity growth (Altman,
2()() I b).

The traditional growth theory pioneered by Robert Solow suggests
that increasing the capital to labor ratio increases labor productivity, sub-
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ject to the law of diminishing marginal returns. Increasing savin~ is also
beneficial to labor productivity growth, but like capital, it reaches a ceil-
ing because ~le cannot save I ()()O/o of their income. Solow argues that
it is necessary to have sustained technological change in order to maintain
labor productivity growth. This is because changes in technology is char-
acterized by a change the prodoction function that altows for the same
amount of labor, capital, and savings to produce more (Altman, 2001b).

Kuznets proposed the idea that ~tural change is also a crucial fac-
tor in explaining intensive economic growth. He believes that as an econ-
omy becomes more developed labor wilt move from less productive sec-
tors to those that are more productive, therefore serving to increase aver-
age output per worker. This perspective is relevant to Solow's discussion
of technological change since labor-augmenting technological change in
a given sector wilt necessarily draw complementary labQr inputs from
sectors where the marginal product of labor is lower (Altman. 200 I b).

III. THE STAPLE THEORY

Harold Innis: The Staple Theory

The Staple Theory was originally developed by Harold Innis to dis-
cuss the effects of staple production and exports on a developing econo-
my. The staple theory assumes that the export of staples is the leading sec-
tor in the economy and it dictates the pace of growth. An important part
of the staple theory is the effect of the production and export of a staple
on other sectors of the economy. A successful staple should lead to
growth in other sectors of the economy.

The nature of the staple itself is of great consequence, and the way in
which the staple is dealt with in government policy and its relation to other
parts of the economy is key. An important characteristic of a staple is its
ability to promote and attract settlement to an area. Innis felt that the
nature of the staple determined how it was developed and that each staple
had its own particular production function. Wheat is believed to be a sta-
ple conducive to family farms, therefore attracting settlement in regions
where it is produced.

Demand for a staple like wheat is perfectly elastic since it is deter-
mined in the world market and individual producers are price takers.
Therefore, a producer only has control over their costs of production. If
cost of production is sufficiently decreased, producers are able to take
advantage of things like export opportunities to achieve increased profits.
As seen in Figure I, demand, D, is elastic and price is therefore exoge-
nously detennined to be P*. If the cost of production for a wheat fanner
is determined by ACo, cost is Co, which is greater than P*, and profits
cannot be attained. However, if costs can be lowered to Cn, where cost
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FIGURE 1: WHEAT PRODUCTION of production is detennined by
'" ACn, cost is lower than p., so

S&R profits are possible. Therefore, sta-
ples can only lead economic
growth domestically by shifting

S&Q supply outward, either through
increased inputs or technological
advances, since demand is exoge-
nously detennined. In this way,

4V the staple theory is also a supply-
side theory because economic

growth is detenniQed by the ability of the producers to be competitive in
markets over which they have no conb'ol (Altman. 2001 b).

Melville Watkins (1963) added to the staple theory with a discussion
concerning linkages. This included backward, forward, and demand link-
ages. According to Watkins, the result of his discussion is that the staple
theory becomes a theory of capital fonnation. The study of linkages
means the impact staple exports and production have on intensive ec0-
nomic growth is not just dependent on staple production itself, but also on
the staple's effect on other sectors of the economy.

Backward linkages refer to the production and use of inputs in the
production of a staple. The production function of the staple and the
prices of the function's inputs will detennine the input and quantities used.
These types of inputs could include machinery, transportation, and build-
ing materials when considering wheat as the staple. The railway, the main
source of transportation for the wheat economy, is an important example
of a backward linkage.

Forward linkages describe "the inducement to invest in industries
using the output of the export industry as an input" (Watkins, p. 145).
This generally refers to value-added and other processing that occUrs to
the staple. An obvious example of a forward linkage with wheat is the
milling of wheat to flour. There will be different levels of forward link-
ages for different staples. This is dependent both on the nature of the sta-
ple and the policies, like tariffs, of an economy.

Demand linkages involve looking at the extent development of new
and current industries producing consumer goods for "factors in the
export sector" (Watkins, p. 145) occurs because of staple production and
export. It is possible for demand linkages to affect consumer goods not
only in the direct market, where the demand linkage occurs, but also in
goods and services industries. This is because increased demand for fac-
tors of the staple can potentially increase the income of staple producers,
and therefore increase their opportunity to purchase other goods. For this
reason, demand linkages are tied to income disb'ibution.
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As Watkins (1963) points out, the distribution of income depends on
the nature of the staple being produced. Different staples are conducive
to different levels of income distribution. It is believed that a family fann
producing a staple like wheat is more susceptible to an even distribution
of income than plantations, like those common to Argentina. The distri-
bution of income is important because the more evenly income is distrib-
uted in an economy, the better the possibility for higher intensive growth.

The importance of the discussion of linkages and this modification to
the staple theory is considerable. It suggests the contribution of staples to
extensive and intensive economic growth is not simply derived from its
primary production. Rather, it indicates that expansion realized in those
sectors dependent upon the staple economy is also a significant part of the
contribution of staples to economic growth.

Chambers and Gordon: Quantitative Estimation of the Wheat Boom's
Contribution

In Chambers and Gordon's (1966) article, published originally in the
Journal of Political Economy, they study the staple theory in the context
of the wheat boom period from 1901 to 1911. They draw the conclusion
that the wheat boom was not a significant contributor to the rapid ec0-
nomic development experienced at that time. Their analysis is based on
a model that separates the economy into two sectors - the gadget sector
and the wheat sector. Breaking down the contribution of each in econo-
my-wide output, they estimate that the wheat boom contributed between
5% and 8% to Canada's growth in GDP per capita during this 10 year
period, suggesting that the success of the economy was mainly due to
other factors.

In their simple two-sector model. however, Chambers and Gordon
rely upon several important assumptions in deriving this estimate. They
assume that Canada is a price taker and that producers strive to maximize
their profits and produce at the optimum level. Also, they assume that the
gadget sector has constant returns to scale and the wheat sector experi-
ences diminishing returns. Their final assumption is that the real wage
rate is set in the gadget sector and that the supply of labor is related to the
real wage rate. Thus those people who cannot be employed in the wheat
sector can readily find employment in the gadget sector. To determine the
quantitative effect of the wheat boom, Chambers and Gordon derive the
economic rent and economic rent per capita from their model. It is these
calculations that lead to the estimate of the contribution of the wheat
boom to economic growth bting bttween 5% and 80;0, where Chambtrs
and Gordon feel that 5% is the more accurate estimate.
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However, while this would appear to support the view that the wheat
boom was not effective in promoting economic growth in Canada, it is
important to note that in constructing their model there were several key
considerations overlooked. The first of these is that Chambers and
Gordon used Firestone's GDP estimates and Bertrdm's manufacturing
estimates in their model. While these were the first real estimates of this
kind and some of the only real data available for Chambers and Gordon
to use, there are questions about the validity of these estimates.

Also, as discussed by Altman (200 1 b), Chambers and Gordon assume
that the increase in wheat productivity and exports bOO no effect on the
gadget sector. Basically, they are assuming that no linkages existed
between the sectors. Other studies and analysis indicate that there is
strong evidence demonstrating the existence of linkages. If these linkages
do indeed exist, the impact of the wheat boom on economic growth would
be noticeably larger. Therefore, while Chambers and Gordon's discussion
of the staple theory and the wheat boom was successful in generating a
generally negative view of the staple theory and the possible, positive
effects of staple exports, more recent and sophisticated studies indicate the
Chambers and Gordon's model has some problems. The effect of inap-
propriate assumptions in their model results in an underestimate of the
wheat sector's growth effect.

IV. THE WHEAT 800M

The wheat boom is a tenn applied to the dramatic increase in wheat
production and exports that occun'ed from 1896 to 1913 in Canada.
National policy, technological change, and low interest rates aided in the
development of the prairie wheat economy. The incentive for prosperity
on the Canadian prairies during this period attracted immigrants to
Canada and also drew investment throughout the country.

National policy promoted settlement and the creation of the prairies
as an agricultural center, and when settlement did occur, it did so in force.
Opening and settlement of the West was one of the main goals of the fed-
eral government following Confederation. The government thus set in
place a series ofpolicies. collectively referred to as the National Policy, to
aid in achieving this goal. The process of creating an intercontinental
railway was undertaken and was vital to the development of the nation as
it linked the entire country from coast to coast and made access to the
prairies possible. Homestead policy was put in place to offer land to peo-
ple as incentive for settlement. Also, protective tariffs were erected to aid
manufacturing and industry in Canada. As a result there were large
increases in population in the Prairie Provinces during the period of the
wheat boom. The population of the three Prairie Provinces increased a
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dramatic 217% during the 190 1-1911 period, rising from 8% of Canada's
total population to 18% (Table I).

TABLE 1: POPULATION SUMMARY

91J79 -73:O22~ 419.512

492.432 374.295 \.328,12\
757.510 588,454 1.956.082
921.785 731,605 2,353,529
895,992 796,169 2,421,905
8J1,728 939,501 2,547,770
880,665 \,123,116 2,853,821
925,\8\ 1,331,944 3,\78,81\
955,344 1,463,203 3,381,613
926,242 1,627,874 3,542,363

~23 \,838,037 3,780,866

~
1~
22%
23".
21.%.
.t~
18%
17%
17%
16%
16%

255,211
461,394
610,118
700,139
729,744
776,541
850,040
921,686
963,066
988,247
,021,50§

Technol.ogical advancements were necessary during this time to over-
come obstacles presented by the prairie environment and were important
contributors to the wheat boom. Advancements in farming techniques
and equipment were prevalent. Dry land farming techniques and sum-
mer-fallowing appropriate for the Canadian prairies were developed,
making it feasible to farm the semi-arid plains. Summer-fallowing was
utilized for moisture conservation and equipment like the steel plow, the
boxcar, and the self-binding reaper were important. Also, significant
advancements were made in seed technology, developing new strains of
wheat like Marquis and Red Fife wheat. Red Fife, developed in the mid-
19th century, was popular in the late 19th and early 20th centuries because
is matured faster than previously grown strains of wheat and was more
resistant to rust, smut, and frost. In 1911, Marquis Wheat further
decreased maturing time by one week and had the added benefit of high-
er yields.

Indeed, the main cash crop in the early 20th century was wheat.
While crops like barley were produced, they were done so mainly as a
source of livestock feed. Wheat was also the main income generating
crop of the prairies. Production of wheat increased dramatically from
1896 to 1913. Overall Canadian output increased from 39,570,()oo
bushel$ in 1896 to 231,717,000 bushels in 1913 (Table 2). Prior to 1896,
an annual production growth rate of 3.24% was experienced, but this
increased considerably to 9.88% during the wheat boom period (Table 3).
This increase in production was partially attributable to a substantial
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TABLE 2: CANADA - PRODl"CTI()N. 1:\tP()KTS, AND EXPORTS OF WHEAT. (THol'SA-"OS

OF BlSHf:L'i)

Wt1.at
Grain

N1.at
AourJ

Export8
1.336
1,715
1.848
1,929
1,003

840
1.898
5.623
3.567
3.456
5,034
4.889
5.7i5
7,144
5,947
6,894
7,031
7,~
9,037

15.184
13.955
18,814
20,233
20.685

Y..r~
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1~
1«J7
1~
1909
1910
1911
1812
1913

Production

42,223
60,721
48,182
41,347
43.221
55,703
39.570
54,418
66,496
59.912
55.572
88,337
97.073
81.888
71,838

107,033
135,602
93,131

112.434
166.7~
132.078
231,237
224,159
231,717

Total
&ports &ports/Output

3.444 8.16°,4
10.429 17.18%
11,118 23.08%

. 11.201 27.09%
9,829 22.7~%

10,760 19.32%
9,753 24.65%

2~.586 ~5.18%
13.8n 20.86%
20,301 33.88%
1~.77~ 26.59%
31.007 35.10%
38.781 39.95%
23,943 29.2~%
20,647 28. 7~%
47.293 ".19%
46,~ 34.27%
~7.584 51.09%
56.662 50.40%
67,808 40.87%
82,398 ~7.2~%
97,601 ~2-21%

115.7" 51.63%
135,587 58.51%

2.108
8,714
9,272
9,272
8,826
9.920
7,855

18,963
10,305
16.845
9.740

26.118
32.986
16,799
14,700
40,399
39,435
40.078
47.62~
52.62~
48 , 443
78,787
95,511

114.902

Comprises ",ring. ~nter (or fall) and.k.\8n ~eats.
Year ~ginning I Sept. for 1905 to 1923; and I Jwy for 1868 to 1904

Converted to ~eat grain equivalent.

TABLE 3: CANADIAN ANNl:AL GROWTH RATES I~ WHEAT Ol~Pl!T A~D ExPOIrrS

5.30%
13.~
6.76%
7.27%
6.30%

2.97%
-11.24%
28.23%
10.95%
9.08%

18708
18808
1890.

1900-10
191()s

1871-1896
1896-1913

3.24%
9.66%

3.31%
15.45%

(Table 1.oS derived from MC. U1Y[uharf and K..f.H. Buckley.

ed..H;stro;cul Statistics o/('onalfuda (Toronto: Macmillan. 1965.
...r; L9H L/39. L/45)
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increase in wheat acreage in the Prairie Provinces. Seeded acreage was
2,701,000 acres in 1890 and increased significantly to 11,015,000 acres in
1913 (see Table 4).

TABLE 4: SEEDED AREA AND PROOU{TION OF WHEAT

Production Seeded Area

(000 acres)!~
16,724
32.350
42,223
55,572

112,434
166.744
132.078
231,237
224,158
231,717
161,~
393,543
262,781
233,743
189.075
193,280
263.189

Source: Series M249-JOO. IIIek.. ~.3 SIatiItic8 of Can.Ia

Most of this production was in the Prairie Provinces. where substan-
tial increases occurred in both fannland holdings and land area fanned.
Total fann holdings in Canada increased fonn 464,025 in 1881 to 682,329
in 1911 (Table 5). This represents an increase of approxinlately 47% in
total fann holdings. This increase in holdings was mainly because of the
three Prairie Provinces increasing their holdings approximately 18.75
times to have almost 300/0 of the fann holdings in Canada by 1911 - a dra-
matic increase from the meager 2.17% held in 1881. More important,
however, was the increase in total and improved fannland area during this
time. Total fannland area increased by over 54 million acres from 1881
to 1911 (Table 6) and improved land area increased by over 22 million
acres (fable 7). Again this increase was mainly due to development of the
prairies. In 1881. only 1.28% of the improved land area in Canada was
in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. This increased to 47.13% by
1911. It is important to note that most of these changes and growth from
1881 and to 1911 occurred mainly during the classic wheat boom era.
Over iliree-quarters of the increases in fann holdings, fannland area, and
improved fannland area for the Prairie Provinces from 1881 to 1911
occurred between 190 I and 1911.
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TABLE 5: FAR-\! HOLDINGs, CE~SUS DATA, CA.~ADA AND

BY PROVINCE, 1871 TO 1971

Praire

Farm

Holdings

Years Incre...

Prairie
%ot

TotalMB SKY.ar Canada AS1881 -':-464,025 9,077 1,014 - 2.17% ~-1901 -
1891 3,0 542,181 22,008 9,2" - 5.76% 1891-1911
1901 3 511.073 32,252 13.445 9.471 10.80% 1901-1911
1911 2.3 682.329 43.631 95.013 80,568 29.18% 1881-1911_.
1918 - 46,580 104,006 87,977 -
1921 2 711,090 53.252 119.451 82.954 35.95%
1928 2 - 53,251 117,781 77,130 -
1931 '728,664 54,199 136,472 97,408 39.54"-
1936 - 57,774 142,391 100,358 -
J Data for Can" incliR the Y'*on Territory and NorthM51 Territories.
2 Data for Manitoba. ~atche\\an and Alberta excliR farm holdinp un Indian re~es.
3 Excl.-s plots l81dcr one acre. 10 attain comparalXlity with data for later years.
4 Data for S8skatch~ cumprix the cistricts of Assiniooia. ~atchetoan and AIbcrtL
oS Data for S8skatch~n comprise the North~ Territories, ~ of Manitoba.

Solne: Series M J 2-22. Historical ~at istics of Can.. ~at~ics Canada

45,085
167,951
144.027
189.112

TABLE 6: AREA OF LAND IN FARM HOLDI~(;s. CENSUS DATA, CANADA

AND BY PROVINCE. 1871 TO I 97 I (THOlISAN DS OF AC'RE!;)

-~. -
I Data for Can. incllMk: the Y\*.on Territory and North~ Territories.

2 Data for Mb.. Sk.. and Ab incllMk: only improved land holdin~ on Indian reserves.
3 Data for Q.cbec incllMk: arpent5 that ~ not converted to acres.
4 Data for WkatcheMn comprise !he districts of A~Diboia. ~atche\Wn and Alberta.
5 Data for ~atche~ comprise the NonhMSt T erri!ories, \\est of Manitooo.

~ce: Series M23-33. Historical 9.atistK:s of Cana. gatistic:s Can.
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TABLE 7: AREA OF IMPROVED LAND IN F.\RM HOLDINGS, CENSUS DATA,

CANADA ,\ND BY PROVINCE, 1871 TO 1971 (THOl.iSANDS OF A~'RES)

-Prairie

Acreage

Years Increase

Prairie
%of

Total~ ASYear Canada MB
5,314

21.541
17.377
22.691

250 29
1.232 197
3.995 1.123
6.746 11.872
7.188 19.632
8.058 25.037
8.346 27,714
8.522 33.549
8.855 33.632

- 1.~
- 5.000/0

475 18.54%
4.352 47.13%
7.510 -

11.768 63.39%
13.204 -
17.749 69.77%
18.363 -

1881-1901
1891-1911
1901-1911
1881-1911

I Data for Canada incllKle the Yukon Territory and North_st Territories.
2 Data for Mb.. ~., and Ab. incllKle improved land in farm holdings on Indian reserves.
3 Data for Q~bec incllxle arpents that _re not converted 10 acres.
4 Data for ~skatche-.an comprise districts of Assiniboia, ~skatcheoon and Alrerta.
5 Data tor ~skatche-.an comprise the North_st Territories. \.est of Man it 000.

~urce: Series M34-44, Historical &atislics of Canada, Statistics Canada

TABLE 8: HOMESTEAD ENTRIES SliMMARV

Entries % of TotalYear

Source: Series L34-4\ Historical ~atjstics of Canada

Much of this increase in fanTl holdings and acreage was dije to
increased homesteading activity during the wheat boom period. Of the
668,855 homestead entries made between 1872 and 1931 in the Prairie
Provinces, 62.79% of these occunoed from 1896 to 1913 (Table 8).
Therefore, more people applied for homestead entries during the eighteen
years of the classic wheat boom era than in the combined twenty-four
years prior to the wheat boom and the eighteen years following it.

An important characteristic of the wheat boom period was the
increase in exports of wheat during this time. Not only did the amount of
wheat exports increase, the percentage of production that was exported
increased. Annual growth rates of wheat exports for the decades prior to
the wheat boom were small at best. In fact. in the 1880s. the annual
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growth rate was actually negative. On a whole, wheat exports had an
annual growth rate of3.31% from 1871 to 1896. However, in the period
from 1896 to 1913, annual wheat export gro~ was 15.45% (Table 5).
This signifies a dramatic increase in wheat exports.

It is important to note that this increase in exports was not only
because of increased production, although it did increase at an annual rate
of 9.88% during the wheat boom period. There was also a definite
increase in the portion of production that was exported. As Figure 2 illus-
trates, exports to output ratio followed a general upward trend during the
wheat boom period. Prior to that time, this ratio was, with a few excep-
tions, ooticeably lower.

FIGlRE 2: EXPORTS AS A Pt:RCENTAGt: or TOT.~L PRODl'crlON

1ft

..

..

.,.
~I
~

~~.~, .~,~~,' " ,'~';' ~~,~, ~~ ~ ,,",~~
V. QUANmAllVE EVIDENCE Of CANADIAN EcONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

As was stated at the beginning of this stated, it is difficult to demon-
strate empirically what IX>rtion of Canadian economic growth that can be
attributed to wheat boom. However, it is not unreasonable to suspect a
strong. positive correlation between the wheat boom and rapid Canadian
growth during d1e early 20th centwy based on an examination of various
statistics available for this period. The following discussion will focus on
describing the nature of the overall economic expansion experienced dur-
ing the wheat boom period.

Ertensive and Intensive Growth

Canada experienced rapid intensive and extensive economic growth
in the period from 18% to 1913. From 1896 to 1913, Canadian percapi-
ta GDP grew by 4.75%; far outpacing other countries at that time, includ-
ing the United States, which experienced growth rates of2.46% (see Table
10). This growth became the foundation for the establishment of Canada
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TABLE 9: GDP PER CAPITA IN 1990 GE.\Ry-KHAMIS Dol.LARS

~lrce: Altman, M (200 I b)

TABLE 10: GDP PER CAPITA GROWTH RATES

~

Ye.- ArgenQ\8 Ca1ad8 Fr81Ce Gefrr8Jy lI< lSA
1870-1880 na 1.45% 1.23% 0.83% 0.86% 2.65%
1880-1890 na 2.96% 1.15% 2.02% 1.43% 0.62%
1~1900 2.50% 2.16% 1.93% 2.13% 1.14% 1.89%
1~1910 3.32% 3.78% 0.30% 1.19% 0.26% 1.95%
1870-1896 na 1.41% 1.39% 1.58% 1.11% 1.38%
1896-1913 na 4.75% 1.54% 1.71% 0.87% 2.46%

Sotrce: Altman, M (2001b

as one of the leading world economies. From 1870 to 1900, Canadian
GDP per capita was at a very similar level to that of Argentina. In fact, in
1900, both countries had the same level of per capita GDP of2,756 (Table
9). However, only thirteen years later, at the end of the wheat boom peri-
od. Canada had noticeably passed Argentina in terms of GDP per capita.
Canadian GDP per capita was 4,551 while Argentina's was only 3,797.
Canada was also behind France, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the
United States at the beginning of the 20th centUly. However, Canada was
able to catch up with, and eventually surpass, France, Germany, and the
U.K due to its impressive gro\lf1h rates during the wheat boom.

Population and Immigration

During the wheat boom, the Prairie Provinces experienced a definite
increase in population. These three provinces contributed 8% to Canada's
total population in 190 1 but this inc~ to 18% by 1911 (Table 1). This
was due to a 217% increase in population from 190 1 to 1911 for these
three provinces. This increase in population was due in large part to
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homesteading and immigration. From 1896 to 1913, there were 419,972
homestead entries in Canada (Table 8). In fact, immigration in general
occun'ed in a substantial manner dtroughout Canada during this time.
From 1896 to 1913,2,908736 immigrants arrived in Canada. "[his is far
greater than any immigration experienced either before or after this peri-
od. The total of immigration arrivals from 1871 to 1895 and from 1914
to 1920 was only slightly above two million.

While population was growing in the mainly rural Prairie Provinces,
the urban population was also expanding. In 1871, the rural population in
Canada far outweighed urban. Of the total population, 80.42% was rural,
and the urban population of Canada had yet to break the million mark
(Table 11). From 1871 to 1901, the rural population increased malginal-
Iy, while the urban population experienced more rapid growth. By 1901,
the urban population rose to 37.5% of the total, and this increase became
even more pronounced from 190 1 to 1911. The urban population
increased by 62.490/0 from 190 1 to 1911, while rural population rose only
17.18%. There are several things to note concerning these trends. First,
in the wheat boom period, urban population increased more than it did
before or after that time. Also, even though rural population in Canada
did not increase at the same rate as urban population from 190 1 to 1911,
the rate at which it did increase was substantially higher than any achieved
before or after. Therefore, not only was the wheat economy drawing set-
tlement into the prairies, but urban populations were increasing as manu-
facturing, industry, and other parts of the economy experienced growth.

Industry and Manlljacmring

Immigration into the prairies did not just affect the prairie region. It
impacted d1e entire country because people in od1er parts of d1e country
worked in industries that provided the services, products, and equipment
that fueled the newly growing region. Lumber from British Columbia
was transported for use in buildings, and the protective tariffs put in place
by the government enabled Quebec and Ontario to become the major sup-
pliers of manufactures for the country.

In Easterbrook's discussion of Canadian economic history ( 1961 ), he
discusses what he feels is the close relationship between industry, devel-
opment, and the wheat sector at this time. "Fostered by high tariffs, stim-
ulated by declining freight rates and the growth of towns and cities, by
large-scale expenditures for railway construction and by the buying power
of the prairie farmer, Canadian manufacturing registered substantial gains
in almost every category" (1961, p. 485).

The original, contrasting view of historical Canadian manufacturing
was derived from Gordon Bertram's development of historical, manufac-
turing growth estimates. His research proposes that manufacturing grew
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TABLE 11: POPULATION, RURALA.~D URBAN, CENSUS DATEs, 1871 1'0 1976

Ikban

Population
Increa..

5360%
38.54%
3104%
62.49%
32.97%
28.03%
1221%

Population
Increase

8.37%

2.51%
1.85%

17.18%
12.78%
8.32%
9.~"

Total
Ve.
1871
1881
1891
1~1
1911
1921
1931
1941

Popul8tion
Growth lkban "",.,

- 722.343 2.966.914
17.23% 1.109.507 3.215.303
11.76% 1,537.098 3.296,141
11.13% 2.014222 3.357.093
34.17% 3.272.947 3.933.~
21.94% 4.352.122 4.435.827
18.08% 5.572.058 4.804.728
10.89% 8.252.418 5.254.239

3.889.257
4,324,810
4.833.239
5.371,315
7.206.643
8,787.949

10,376.7~
11.5re.655

For ..t.II. nnI fipns for cen- of 190 1 10 1956. '-d on 1956 Ikfinilion.
see note 10 series A15.19 in oriainal volume.

~wce: ~cs A67-69. Hlsr,orK:al 9atistic5 of Can. 9alistics Canaca

at a regular pace from the 1870s through to 1910 (Bertram, 1963). This
would seem to contradict the idea that there was an pronounced surge in
manufacturing growth rates around 1896. However, later research done
by Altman to revise Bertram's estimates suggests a definite break in man-
ufacturing growth trends at the same time as the beginning of the wheat
boom (Altman, 1987).

There are marked differences between Altman's and Bertram's esti-
mates. Bertram uses gross output measures rather than gross value added
in his growth estimate, and then he adjusts these numbers using incorrect
deflation procedures, as discussed by Altman (1987). Altman, on the
other hand, provides appropriately adjusted manufacturing growth esti-
mates, as well as labor productivity estimates which are imJ)Oltant in any
survey of sectoral growth.

Altman's real value-added estimates indicate per annum growth rates
in manufacturing between 2.16% and 3.290/0 for the period from 1870 to
1900 and 6.78% to 7.52% in the 1900-1910 period (Table 12). It becomes
clear by looking at this data that there was a definite break in the pattern
of manufacturing output around the turn of the century, resulting in
growth rates that at least double those in the previous thirty years.

It is also important to look at dIe per capita manut'acturing growth
rates for this period (Table 13). From 1870 to 1900, real manufacturing
oUtput per capita was between 0.90/0 and 2.03%, while it was dramatical-
ly higher from 1900 to 1910, at a rate between 3.8% and 4.50/0. These per
capita growth rates corresJX}nd with the per annum growth rates and are
indicative of substantially increased growth in manufacturing during the
period of the wheat boom.
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It is infonnative to use the manufacturing growd1 rates of the United
States as a barometer for Canadian values. American per capita real out-
put growd1 rates consistently exceeded Canadian rates by a noticeable
margin in years prior to 1900. However, from 1900 to 191O, when
Canadian per capita manufacturing output was growing between 3.SO/o
and 4.5%, the rate of growth of American manufacturing per capita was a
mere 1.65%. This indicates that not only was Canadian growth substan-
tial compared to other time periods, but it was impressive when compared
to other countries as well.

Labor Productivity

Estimates of labor productivity in manufacturing are also revealing
about the state of the Canadian economy. Altman (1987) estimates labor
prodoctivity growth rates to be -0.61 % to 0.52% between 1870 and 1900
and between 4.88% and 5.65% from 1900 to 1910 (Table 14). These pat-
terns in labor productivity are correlated with those of the GDP estimates
for the same time frame. Since Canada managed to sustain substantial
intensive growth from 1896 to 1913, a defined shift in labor productivity
corresponding with this period lends further support to the GDP estimates,
because growth in labor productivity is the main component of intensive
growth. While it cannot be proven that the increase in labor productivity
was necessarily a result of the wheat boom, this information at a mini-
mum suggests a substantia1 change in Canadian manufacturing demand
and output per worker, supporting the hypothesized forward and demand
linkages between the Canadian manufacturing and wheat sectors.

Structural Change in Economic Sectors

Examining the compositional structure of the manufacturing sector
from 1870 to 1910 also indicates definite structural changes in manufac-
turing. Altman's (1987) constant dollar estimates of manutocturing value
added suggest a decrease in wood product manufacturing and an increase
in iron and steal products from 1870 to 1910. EXanliningestimates of out-
put and employment distribution reveal that, while farming was the
largest sector in the Canadian economy from the 1870s to 1900, manufac-
turing replaced it by 1910. Also, experiencing a prominent increase in the
percentage of total output was transportation, which increased from 2.7%
of GNP in 1871 to 10.7% and 16.1% in 1910 and 1920 respectively. \ The

wholesale, retail, construction, mining, and finance sectors also experi-
enced increases during this period. This data on the changing stnK:ture of

I. These estimates had been produced in a previous veTSion of this paper. See also Allman, M
(2001). "Quantitative Aspects oft"anadian Growth and Development 1850-1926"
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Table 12: Per Annum Growth of Real M anufacturing Output

Year Canada LS
2.43-3
2.56-5
1.34-2
6.78-7
2.16-3

SolD"ce: Altman, M. (1987).

Table 13: Growth of Real ManufacturingOutput Per Capita

~f- Canada lS

SoW"ce: Ahman, M. (1987).

Table 14: Growth of Real M anufacturingOutput Per Employee

Year Canada LS

Source: Altman, M. (1987).

the economy supports the idea that there was something markedly differ-
ent about the wheat boom period and that the economy was moving from
less to more productive sectors. It also lends validity to the estimates of
increased intensive growth, since structural change is believed to be need-
ed in order to achieve sustained growth like that experienced during the
wheat boom.

1880
1890
1900
1910
1900

1880
1890
1900
1910
1900

1680
1890
1900
1910

~~
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Investment

In their studies of Canadian economic development, Norrie and
Owrarn (1991) point out that exlXUlsion in the economy was not derived
simply from the wheat economy itself. Investment played an important
role in this economic boom. The mho of investment to GNP rose steadi-
ly from 15% in the 18Ws to 300/0 by 1911. Norrie and Owram feel the
link between the wheat sector and much of the investment and capital for-
mation was the "anticipation of the eventual appearance of wheat exports"
(1991, p.331).

Investment was prompted not only in the Prairie Provinces but across
the entire nation. The prairies were the geographic loci of much of the
overall investment in Canada at the beginning of the 20th century, and yet
the influx in investment was characterized by substantial spillovers across
the entire Canadian economy. Fueling the wheat economy in the prairies
required substantial capital formation and investment. Not only did the
actual farms require machinery, houses, barns, granaries, and other tools,
but other industries required capital as a result of the growth in wheat pro-
duction and export. This included capital necessary for transportation,
marketing centers, elevators, warehouses. and housing for those people
employed by these industries (Fowke, 1957).

VI. LINKAGF$ OF ruE WHEAT EcONOMY

The previous discussion concerning growth in GOP, population,
manufacturing, and other factors can be applied to d1e study of economic
linkages in detennining whether the wheat boom had strong linkages to
other sectors in the Canadian economy. As was mentioned above, a suc-
cessful staple will establish strong backward, forward, and demand link-
ages. There is strong evidence in support of the claim that these linkages
were strong in the case with the wheat economy. Many economists sug-
gest. as Fowke does, that the expanding economic activity experienced in
Canada was a direct result of the wheat economy. Fowke maintains that
"all I:XIr1s of the Dominion with d1e exception of the Maritime provinces
expanded their industrial and other economic activity in direct response to
the opening of the prairie market" (1957, p 72)

Backward Linkages

Backward linkages with a staple like wheat include transportation,
construction, manufacturing. and research. This is because the wheat
economy requires transportation to sell wheat as well as to satisry the
demand for goods and services in the prairies. Construction and manu-
facturing were also necessary to provide houses. farm buildings, and
implements for the rapidly increasing number of settlers and faffi1s.
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One of the most obvious and
prominent backward linkages of
the wheat economy is the trans-
portation sector, and more specifi-
cally, railroads. In 1870, there
were 2,617 miles of main railroad
in Can&1a (Table 19). Between
1875 and 1885, this increased sig-
nificantly with the building of the
transcontinental railway, resulting
in a total of 10,273 miles. Railroad
building also continued to grow
well into the new century. By
1913, there were 29,304 miles of
first main track in Canada (Table
15). The expanding wheat econo-
my played a vital role in railroad
construction, since much of the
new track would not have be nec-
essary if it was not required as a
means of transportation for the
farmers on the prairies and the
industries transporting goods to
and from the region.

TABLt: IS: RAILROADS

(MILES OF FIRST

MAI~ TRACK)

2,240
2,617
4,331
6.858

10.273
13,151
15.977
17.657
20.487
24.730
34.882
38.805

1888

1913
16.270
29.304

Soun:e: M.C. UrqOOart and K.A.H. &x:kIey.

ed..Histroical Statistics of Canada (Toronto:
Macmillan. 1965). series 528. S78

Forward Linkages

Forward linkages include production of vaJue added products and
increased demand for transportation (for the resultant product. not for fac-
tors of primary production), as well as increased demand for financial
service providers. Goods and services providers emerged to provide for
the expanding population of the west. Manufacturing companies sprang
up to provide the equipment necessary for the new agricultural settlement
that was being creating and was as basics like tools and clothing. The
nature of wheat lent itself to a variety of forward linkages encompassing
diverse sectors of the economy. In this way, the wheat economy was able
to further stimulate growth in the economy.

Demand Linkages

Identifying demand linkages requires the recognition a relatively
equal distribution of i~orne as well as evidence of rising demand for
goods and services. For wheat to have concrete demand linkages, evi-
dence of equal or more equal distribution of income is required since it is
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the widespread rise in household income that stimulates demand for basic
consumption goods. As was previously discussed, per capita GDP
increa...ed significantly during the wheat boom period. However, this by
itself does not demonstrate that the increase in income was received in an
equal fashion by the general population.

One method of detent1ining the nature of income distribution is to
examine real wages for the period in question. From 190 I to 1913, aver-
age real wages experienced a positive change of between 00/0 and 7% for
the manufacturing sector and -7% to 2% for construction. At the same
time, the oours worked per week in both industries were declining
(Altman, 1999). Wages experiencing only minor decreases or even
increases in the face of decreased weekly working oours points to a poten-
tially more equal distribution of income since people were working less
for similar wages. This would suggest that workers in general renefued
from the rapid growth experienced in Canada during this period.

VII. CONCLUSION

There is irxlisputable evidence that the years from 1896 to 1913 con-
stituted a wheat boom on the Canadian prairies. Exports and production
of wheat increased substantially during this time. Rapid advancements
were made in the development of the agriculture economy and in the asso-
ciated techoology necessary for its sustained growth. The promise of
prosperity in the Prairie Provinces drew large nwnbers of settlers to home-
stead the land of Alberta. Manitoba. and Saskatchewan. The period from
1896 to 1913 was also undeniably a time of rapid and substantial exten-
sive and intensive economic growth for the economy as a whole.
Canadian GDP and GDP per capita grew at rates that consistently out-
paced the leading economies of the time. This growth fostered exception-
al development that moved Canada to a position of one of the world's
leading economies; a position that has been maintained to the present day.

The expansion during this period was not limited to growth in GDP.
There is significant evidence to indicate a break in manufacturing and
industty development around 1896 that fostered considerable growth and
structural change in these sectors. Transportation, construction, mining.
and lumber also experienced noticeable increases. Population increases
were also noticeable during the wheat boom period. These population
increases, while obvious in the Prairie Provinces where homesteading and
settlement were taking place at a rapid pace, occun-ed throughout the
country. Overall immigration to Canada from 18% to 1913 was higher
than ever before and served to dramatically increase the country's popu-
lation. This evidence suggests a definite causal relationship between the
wheat boom of the early 20th century and the substantial, encompassing
growth experienced in Canada during that time, although the magnitude
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of this relationship is still a contentious issue.
Nevertheless, the most moderate estimates of the impact of the wheat

sector on economic growth completely ignore the spillovers resulting
from backward, forward, and demand linkages with the rest of the econ-
omy. Indeed wheat had been a successful staple in that it was able to not
only able to contribute to economic growth directly as wheat production
surged, but it also had also stimulated growth in other sectors of the econ-
omy, serving to further increase overall economic grov..th. The prosperi-
ty of the wheat economy required the increased support of the transporta-
tion, manufacturing. goods and services and other sectors to provide for
the new, expanding region. The successful wheat economy drew immi-
grants because of the potential for success both directly in agriculture as
well as other industries as a laborer or entrepreneur. Wheat and the fami-
ly farm also had the added benefit promoting a more equal distribution of
income. While possible, it does not appear that the expansion of the many
sectors during this time of rapid growth in the wheat economy were mere-
ly coincidental. Available data and a more roundabout economic theory
suggests, rather, that the contribution of wheat production during the early
20th century to overall Canadian growth in productivity and output was
far more prevalent than generally presumed.
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